Dear Mr. Schin,

This is to thank you most cordially for your kindness to send me again your important reprints. The recent report on the results obtained with Salk is known and of course the special interest of the committee to think of scientists and I belong. In this respect I read with special interest the last sentence of your paper in the Journal of the Scandinavian Ophthalmologic Society of September 1954.

With kindest regards for you and also Schin from Miss. de Carner and me,

as always yours sincerely,

[Signature]
Dr. Albert B. Laski
Re. Children's Hospital Research Foundation
Ella and Bertha Beamer

Dr. J. A.
Cincinnati 29, Ohio
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Prof. Dr. J. van der Grinten
Pediatric Clinic of the University
Brickenparklaan, Amsterdam, The Netherlands

NIETS INSLUITEN!
INDIEN ZULKS TOCH GESCHIEDT, DAN WORDT DEZE BRIEF PER BOOT/TREIN VERZONDEN